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Abstract

I define a set of conditions that the most general hierarchical Yukawa mass matrices
have to satisfy so that the leading rotations in the diagonalization matrix are a pair of
(2,3) and (1.2) rotations. In addition to Fritzsch structures, examples of such hierarchical
structures include also matrices with (1,3) elements of the same order or even much larger
than the (1.2) elements. Such matrices can be obtained in the framework of a flavor
theory.

To leading order, the values of the angle in the (2,3) plane (.s2.i) and the angle in the
(1,2) plane (.'12) do not depend on the order in which they are taken when diagonalizing.
We find that any of the Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix paramctrizations that con-
sist of at least one (1,2) and one (2,3) rotation may be suitable. In the particular case
when the sl3 diagonalization angles are sufficiently small compared to the product 612*23,
two special CKM parametrizations emerge: the R^vRizRn parametrization follows with
.s23 taken before the ,s12 rotation, and vice versa for the /?23/?i2#23 parametrization.
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A. Introduction
A hierarchical structure of the Yukawa matrix is the most widely used structure. It can

follow, for example, from flavor theories with either abelian or nonabelian symmetries. In

theories with abelian symmetries the hierarchy is obtained by assigning different charges

to different families[I]. Families that have a larger charge will have a higher power of the

flavor symmetry breaking parameter and thus will have a smaller Yukawa coupling. In

theories with nonabelian symmetries, the hierarchy in the couplings is a reflection of the

hierarchy in symmetry breaking scales[2]. Hierarchies can also be generated radiatively

where the small numbers originate in the loop factors[3]. General hierarchical structures,

but only texture zeroes, have been studied before [4, 5, 6]. Another very popular struc-

ture, which we do not consider here, is a democratic one[7] where the elements are all of

order one and sufficiently close to each other so that only one eigenvalue is large. Other

structures may combine hierarchy and democracy[8, 9].

In this paper I give a set of conditions that define the most general hierarchical matrix,

with the condition that leading rotations in the diagonalization matrix are a pair of .s12

and S23 rotations. If the up and down quark mass matrices are hierarchical, at least one

of them, if not both ' , must fall into the above category. In addition to the well known

Fritzsch structures, the hierarchy conditions permit structures which may have a large

(1,3) element.

Next, I discuss possible parametrizations of the Cabihbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM)

matrix[10, 11] that emerge from hierarchical mass matrices. I will use some recently

obtained exact results about diagonalizing 3 x 3 matrices [12], in order to control the

corrections involving small terms (for example the rotation angles in the (1.3) plane,

S13). The basic result is that any CKM parametrization that has at least one (2,3)

rotation and one (1,2) rotation is practical. Which one of the parametrizations should

be used will at the end depend on the flavor theory, i.e. the explicit structure of the

Yukawa matrices. If the theory has a prediction, e.g. if some of the diagonalizinj, angles

can be expressed in terms of quark masses, it might be obvious in one parametrization

but not in another.

A particular example is the case when the S13 angles are small compared to the .S12.S23

product. Two parametrizations emerge as winners: the ''#i2#23/?i2V parametrization

(proposed by Dimopoulos, Hall and Raby[13](see also [H, 15, 16]); it was recently pro-

posed as "standard" by Fritzsch and Xing [17]) and the itR23R\iR23 parametrization

(the original Kobayashi-Maskawa parametrization[l 1]). It will depend on the under-

lying flavor theory that predicted the hierarchical structures which one of these two

parametrizations should be used. If one has precise predictions for the sI2 rotations in

'There may be a simpler up or down matrix, i.e. with mixings between only two
generations, which is diagonalizcd with only one rotation.



terms of quark masses one should use the first parametrization. Conversely, if one can

predict more precisely the s23 rotations in terms of the quark masses, one should use the

second parametrization.

In tho next section we review some of the notation and results about diagonaliz-

ing quark mass matrices from reference [12]. In Section C, we define the hierarchical

structures of Yukawa matrices and list some illustrative examples. Interesting structures

emerge beyond the more familiar Fritzsch type ones. Then we turn to the question

of which CKM parametrization is most practical to use for the hierarchical structures.

First, in Section D we show that the values of .s23 and S12 do not depend on the order in

which the rotations are taken when diagonalizing the mass matrices. Using this result

we compare various CKM parametrizations for hierarchical structures in Section E. Wo

present examples of predictions with particular CKM parametrizations and conclude in

Section F.

B . Diagonalizing Quark Mass Matrices
Following the notation of [12], we denote the Yukawa matrices as

Each of the matrices h"'d is diagonalized by a biunitary transformation

(1)

m = S fhR. (2)

The matrices S and R diagonaiize the following products of h

m2 = S'hl^S , m 2 = R ' h ' h R . (3)

The CK.M matrix is given by
V = RutR<1. (4)

f.et us neglect phases for the moment 2, we will discuss them later in the text. Then

the matrix h'h is of the form

( An A12 A13 \
A12 A22 A23 . (5)

An A23 A33 /
Since this matrix is hermitean, the eigenvalues A, are real and nonnegativc. They can be

found as the solution of the cubic equation in A

det (h 'h - Al) = - A 3 + A2(AU + A22 + A33) - A(AnA22 + AnA3

+ An(A22A33 — A23) — — Aj3A23) — A|3A22) = 0 . (6)

2A complete diagonalization of the general case with complex phases was given in [12].

The diagonalizing matri R is a product of three plane rotations. It is completely

arbitrary which three rotations we pick; the only requirement is that two successive

rotations are not in the same plane, since they can be trivially combined into one rotation.

We can write the three rotation angles in terms of the eigenvalues A, and matrix

elements A,;. Let us show the procedure for a choice of rotations

From (3)

R =

A, 0 0 \
U A2 0 I = R ! 2 R ] 3 R 2 3 I A12 A22 A2 3 j R 2 3 R , 3 R 1 2 .

V 0 0 A3 J

We can rewrite the above equation

An A]2

A12 A 2 2

A13 A 2 3

(7)

(8)

An A,2 A,3 \ / A, U 0
A12 A22 A23 R2 3R1 3Ri2 = R 2 3Ri 3Ri2 0 A2 0 | . (9)
A13 A23 A33 / V 0 0 A3

Now, comparing the off diagonal elements (2,3), (1,3) and (1,2) on both sides we can find

the rotation angles

,<23 _ (A3 — A|,)A23 + A]3A12

c-23 (A3 - A22)(A3 - A n ) - tf2 '
^13 A12.S23 + A13C23

A3 - Au

c1 2 (A2 -

where s,j — smOt) and C{} = cosO,r

(10)

C. Hierarchical Structures of Yukawa Matrices

In this paper I will define a hierarchical Yukawa matr ix as any Yukawa matrix

that has a hierarchy in the elements with the following conditions:

• There is a hierarchy in the eigenvalues A, < < A2 < < A3. The cubic equation in A

with coefficients in terms of the eigenvalues reduces in the leading order to

(A, - A)(A2 - A)(A3 - A) « -A3 + A2A3 - AA2A3 + A,A2A3 = u. (11)

• The hierarchy is such that the largest element is A33. In addition the second eigen-

value is to the leading order given in terms of the closest neighbors of the largest element,

that is A2 is given in terms of A22 and A23. Comparing the cubic equations (6) and (11)

we see



~ A3
\2

23

. . A,2
A] PB An -

A

A13(A13A22 ~ ' ^

This is achieved with the following conditions

hi) A33 >> all other A,j ;

h2) ( A 2 2 - A ^ / A 3 3 ) » An, A,2, A?3/A33.

(12)

(13)

• The (1,3) rotation needed to diagonalize such a matrix is much smaller than the

(1,2) and (2,3) rotations. This requirement follows from the observed CKM values,

assuming there are no accidental cancellations between the (1,3) rotations coming from

diagonalizing up and down sector. Looking at the exact results (10), for .Si3 << .s23 the

condition is

h3) A23 >> A13 . (14)

Finally, for s13 << sn we need

h.4) A11 ~ A12.V2A13

(A13

(A22 or (A1 AM and A12 » A13A23/A33))) (15)

Notice that the condition h4) for a sufficiently small A22 does not further constrain the

element Aj3 (see examples III and IV below). The angles are now, to leading approxima-

tion

• ' 2 3 A 2 3

Al2 —
(16)

Conditions hl)-h4) define the hierarchical structures. Notice that these are the
conditions on elements of h'h, not on h 3. Conditions can be worked out for the elements

3 An example of a Yukawa matrix h with a somewhat vinusual structure, but for which
^h still satisfies conditions hl-h4) was given in [18]

c,\
a2

Cy, 63

(17)

with a, > > 6, > > ck. I thank K.S. Babu for bringing this example to my attention.

of h itself. Here we just give the mass eigenvalues m, = \/\[ in terms of hi.

m 3 w / i 3 3 ,

m 2 s= | / i 2 2 -

mj ~ \h\i - (18)
m 2 m 2 m 3

In what follows we will only need the actual conditions hl)-h4) .

Let us now show five illustrative examples of hierarchical structures, which have

certain relations between diagonalizing angles and quark masses. For simplicity 1 assume

that the structures arc themselves hermitean in the first four examples so that conditions

hl)-h4) apply to elements of h itself. The fifth example is an asymmetric matrix.

Example I: [19]

h =
0 A n 0

A12 0 A 2 3

0 A 2 3 A33

where the hierarchy conditions h l ) - h 4 ) mean A33 > > A23 > > A23/A33 > > A12

To leading order the eigenvalues and mixing angles are A3 «; A33, A2

A! « AJ2/A2, ^23 ~ A23/A3, ,sI3 a: A12.<23/A3 and ,s12 ~ A,2/A2.
 s We get the

relations

(19)

ss Aj,/A3,

predictive

• '23

•"12

Example II:

h =

A,

IT

0

A,2
0

A2
2A3

A,2

A22

A23

0
A23

A33

A3 A 3

where in addition I will assume

A22 — A2.3

Then the hierarchy conditions hl)-h4) give A33 > > A2 > > Aj

4The only difference is that some eigenvalues may be negative, which can
corrected by a sign redefinition of the fields.

5For this case exact relations have been obtained in [20, 21].

(20)

(21)

(22)

be simply



To leading order the eigenvalues and mixing angles are A3 a A33, A2 & A22,

A12/A2, stt * A23/A3, .S13 w AI 2 SM/A 3 and S12 « A12/A2. Predictive relations are

A-2
(23)

The second relation follows because I assumed A22 ^ A23.

A note about phases: in this example all phases cannot be completely eliminated by

redefinitions of the fields. One phase will be included in the diagonalization matrix (see

for example [22]. For general treatment of phases see for example [23, 12].).

Example III:
0 0

h = (24)

Then the hierarchy conditions h l ) -h4) imply A33 > > A23 > > A)3. The structure in this

example appears in references [24. 25, 26]- A similar structure appears in [5], with a

nonzero Aj2, but small (of the order of A23/A33), so that the results and predictions are

the same as here.

To leading order the eigenvalues and mixing angles are A3 as A33, A2 ss A23/A3, A] « 0,

,s23 w A23/A3, *n ~ A13/A3 and ,s12 a; —A13/A23. It is interesting that here even though

the structure has a (1,3) element, but vanishing (1,2) element, still the (1,2) rotation is

bigger than the (1.3) rotation, as in the previous examples.

Predictive relations are

Example IV:

h =

where in addition I will assume

A12 ~

(25)

(26)

(27

that is A12 still smnHfrthan A13. The hierarchy conditions h l ) -h4) imply A33 > > A-23 > >

A13 and A23/A33 > > A12. A similar structure appears in [24] with various relative sizes of

A13 and A]2.

To leading order the eigenvalues and mixing angles are A3 ss A33, A2 a; A21/A3,

A, ~ Af2/A2 ~ AJ3/A3, sn « A23/A3, $13 » A13/A3 and su — A12/A2. Still the (1,2)

rotation is bigger than the (1,3) rotation, as in the previous examples.

Predictive relations are

•S23

' A T '
(28)

It is interesting to note that the matrices in Examples III and IV can be obtained in a

U(2) flavor theory in a manner similar to Ref. (16]. Before the flavor symmetry is broken

the only allowed term is A33 and it is of order one. Other elements get generated from

higher dimensional operators when the flavor symmetry is broken down. Which of the

elements get created depends now on the flavon content on the theory. For example, one

doublet can create A23 when U(2) is broken first to U(l) and then A13 and A]2 get created

with another doublet and an antisymmetric singlet when U(l) is broken to nothing at a

lower scale.

Example V:[27]

h =
0
c'

c. 0
0 b (29)

\ 0 b' a

with a > > 6.6' and (bb'/a) >> r, c'. This is an asymmetric matrix and we must diago-

nalize h 'h . To leading order the eigenvalues of h and mixing angles are

"13 = V A3

66'

a

b'

a

•'12

with one relation

( T )
(30)

(31)



D. Is it important to do the (2,3) rotation before the (1,2) rotation?
As WP saw in the previous section, diagonalization of hierarchical structures is done

to leading order with only (2.3) and (1,2) rotations with the diagonalizing matrix (7)

R ~ R23R1 (32)

It is interesting, if not surprising, that diagonalization of the hierarchical structures

can be done to leading order in the reverse order of rotations, that is first the (1,2)

rotation, and then the (2,3) rotation. To show this let us consider the exact results for

the diagonalizing unitary transformation

R — R12R13R23 • (33)

For this choice of rotations one can obtain the exact results for diagonalizing angles

similar to the case discussed in Section B,

111 (A33 — — A13A2

A13C12 ~ A23-S12

A33 ~

Ai 3 .S 1 2

For hierarchical Yukawa structures, conditions hl)-h4) give

•si2 l 2 ~ l 3 v.,-.

(34)

C , 2

• ' ' • • ' ~

C l 3

•S23 ^

C-23

A 2 2 -

A13 -

A
A23

A3 '

A33

A23S12

33

(35)

Comparing with the approximate angles (16), we see that the rotation angles (1,2) and

(2,3) agree to leading order. Only the small (1,3) rotation changes.

E. CKM Parametrizations for the hierarchical structures
The most general ('KM matrix can be written as a function of three angles and one

phase. Various parametrizations of CKM exist today[l 1, 2S. 29, 30, 13, 31] in which these

three angles and one phase appear in various places. It was noticed some time ago[32]

that there are essentially twelve different parametrizations[12, 33], which correspond to

various ways of combining the three rotation angles in a particular parametrization. For

each of the combinations there is a continuum of possibilities, depending on positioning

of the one nontrivial CP violating phase in the parametrization.

Physics of the Standard Model clearly does not depend on which parametrization we

use. However, if one goes beyond the Standard Model, it might turn out more practical

to use a certain parametrization. In such a parametrization a particular prediction, such

as a relation between CKM elements and quark masses, maybe be more transparent.

As was shown in reference [12], it is always possible to get any of the 12 possible

parametrizations of the CKM matrix from any parametrizations of the unitary matrices

that diagonalize up and down quark masses. However, such procedure may be quite

complicated, and, in the process, possible relations between quark masses and CKM

matrix elements may be lost. Only a clever choice of a particular parametrization may

reveal clearly such predictions, and we discuss which one should be used in the case of

hierarchical structures.

We defined hierarchical structures in the previous sections as the ones in whitn the

diagonalizing angles S23 and S12 are much bigger than the third angle .S13. In order to

discuss which CKM parametrization to use, we need to kno%v exactly how much bigger

they are since we need to estimate also the smallest elements V'u(, and Kj, which will

involve both .S13 and products S12S23. We now discuss separately the relative sizes of

these two elements

Case I: 5,3 rotations affecting Vub or \'n

If S]3 is of the order of Sj2.s23 we cannot neglect this rotation when estimating Vu(, and

Vtd- In this case, in the most general case when both up and down quark mass matrices

need to be diagonalized with three rotations each, the analysis is quite complicated and

one has to resort to the exact results [12]. However, in the case of simpler structures

where one of the quark mass matrices is diagonalized with only one rotation, some of the

12 different CKM parametrizations are more preferred than others.

Suppose that the down quark mass matrix has only mixing between the first two

families, for example of the Fritzsch-Weinberg-Wilczck-Zec type [19, 34]

/ 0 F 0
hd = IF E 0

I U 0 D

so that the diagonalizing matrix is

with

= R,

(36)

(37)

sn « yfmd/m,. (38)

Then we should choose the three rotations that diagonalize the up quark matrix such

that the first rotation is a .s"2 rotation, so that it is trivially combined with the ,s^2 into

a single .s12. Of the other two rotations in the up diagonalizing matrix, one should be a



s23 rotation (since we assume hierarchical matrices), but the choice for the last rotation

and the order of rotations should be chosen only by the criteria of predictivity. Thus, for

this case possible parametrizations arc

V = R12R.23R121 R13R23R121 R2.3R13R12 • (39)

As an example let us assume that, in addition to the form (36) for the down quark mass

matrix, the up type quark mass matrix is of the form given in Example IV

/ 0 G" C
h" = \ C 0 13

V C B A
(40)

where C" ^ CB/A. Here ,s13 is exactly of the order .S12S23 and it needs to be included in

the CKM matrix. Thus a choice for the up quark diagonalizing matrix is

Ru_T>
- " -

where, to leading order, (see Example IV)

The CKM matrix that one obtains is

V = R"

(41)

(42)

(43)

where S\2 = -s^ ~ îV This is the "standard CKM parametrization" of Chau, Keung

and Maiani [30, 28]. With the above predictions (38) and (42) the CKM elements are

successfully reproduced6. A clear prediction here is

vj (44)

"I am interested here only in approximate relations. These relations are successful
within a factor of 2 or 3, which can easily be accommodated in the original Yukawa
matrices by numerical factors of order one.
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Case II: s13 rotations too small to affect Vu(, or Vt(t to leading order

In order for the angles s"3 and .sf3 not to contribute to Vu(, and Vct, to leading order,

the following conditions must be satisfied[14]

The above relations are the exact conditions

(45)

and Xd
3, but are a bit complicated

to write down explicitly in terms of \l}. As a guideline, a somewhat less restricting, but

more understandable condition ,«i3 << .S12S2.3 IS obtained when

A]3 < < A12.S23 , (4b)

in both up and down sectors.

Thus in this case we need to consider only the .̂ 23 and ,s]2 rotations. As was shown in
Section D, the values of these two angles do not depend on the order in which they arc
taken when diagonalizing a quark mass matrix. However, depending on the order two
simple CKM parametrizations emerge, and we discuss them next in detail. If one diag-
onalizes up and down quark matrices with first (2,3) rotations and then (1,2) rotations,
the CKM matrix is

V = R"^Rd R; Rf2R-nRd
2 , (47)

where #23 = 0j3 — 023. This is a parametrization of the CKM in terms of three rotation

angles. What is nice is that these angles are directly related to angles of the original

diagonalizing matrices. Since one can write an exact parametrization in terms of three

rotation angles, the exact angles will differ from the above angles only by small corrections

that are sublcading to the (1,2) and (2,3) rotations that we used.

If one allows Yukawa matrices to be complex, one can show [12] that it amounts to

putting one complex phase S in the CKM (47) between the rotations. .Also, the (2,3)

rotation will now, in general, be only the absolute value of the sum of the (2,3) rotations

with a relative complex phase

so that the relation of that CKM angle with the original diagonalizing (2,3) angles gets

blurred. However, to leading order, the (1,2) CKM angles are the (1,2) angles that

diagonalize the up and down sector. For completeness, let us list a complex CKM gen-

eralization of (47) 7

V = diag(e-'sll)R'1f2"diag(e"5ll)R23R?

(49)
C23

7For any product of three angles there is a continuum of possibilities for placement of
the phase 6.

11



This parametrization appears in [13, 14, 15, 16, 17]. One can immediately write the

following relations

(50)

Similarly, if one diagonalizes up and down quark matrices with first (1,2) rotations

and then (2,3) rotations, the CKM matrix is

V = (51)

where 0l2 = 0d
2 ~~ ""2- s o t n a t t n c parametrization is again given in terms of three angles.

The complex generalization can be written as

V = diag(llc-'{)Rg"diag(lle'*)R12R2
!
3

s,2<4
C12C23C23 + sii

3-,u -dC23C23

(52)

It is the paramctrization originally proposed by Kobayashi and Maskawa[ll]. It has the

following predictions

ljrl= J : 1̂ 1 = 7* • (53)
v cd C 2 3 V us <-23

A final note. The parametrization (52) was discarded in reference [33] on two grounds

which I now want to argue to be unnecessary. Let us first assume there is no CP vio-

lating phase. The first requirement that there be only one R23 rotation in a particular

parametrization because there should be just one angle when the first generation de-

couples is too strong, since in the parametrization (52) when the R]2 approaches unity,

the two R23 rotations trivially combine into a single one. Even with the CP violating

phase between two R23 rotations, it is easy to write it as one R23 rotation between two

phase transformations (see for example Ref. [12]). The second requirement that the CP

violating phase should disappear when the first generation masses disappear is also too

strong. What one should ask from a parametrization is that the phase disappears when

the mixing between a certain generation with the other two generations disappears. From

this standpoint both parametrizations (49) and (52) are acceptable: in parametrization

(49) the phase disappears when the first generation does not mix with the rest (R12 = 1),

and similarly in parametrization (52) when the mixings with the third generation vanish

(R23 = I)-

F. Discussion and Conclusions
In conclusion. I have defined general hierarchical structures of the Yukawa matrices

with the four conditions hl)-h4). I defined them as structures with hierarchy in Yukawa

elements and their eigenvalues, and by demanding that the (1,3) rotation be much smaller

12

than the (1,2) and (2,3) rotations. Then such structures can be diagonalized with the

same (1,2) and (2,3) rotations in any order.

In addition to the more familiar Fritzsch structures, examples of such structures in-

clude matrices which have nonnegligible (1.3) elements. They can be used to describe

quark masses and mixings and examples of such matrices were given in Section (' (Ex-

amples III and IV.). It is interesting to note that it is possible to build such matrices in

a U(2) flavor theory similar to Reference [16], with an additional doublet flavon[35].

We studied the diagonalization of hierarchical quark mass matrices and the CKM

parametrizations that naturally follow from such matrices. When the aa contributions

to Vuk and V,j cannot be neglected, any CKM parametrization with at least one (2,3)

and one (1,2) rotation may appear useful, that is it will depend on the underlying flavor

theory which of the CKM parametrizations will be most transparent to predictions of

the theory.

If, further, the (1,3) rotations can be neglected in the CKM, two possible CKM

parametrizations that simply relate the CKM elements to the diagonalizing angles appear,

namely R12R23R1J and R23Ri2R23- Which one of the two parametrizations should one

use? This will depend on the underlying flavor theory. If the theory has nice predictions

for the (1,2) rotations in terms of quark masses one should use the parametrization (47).

Examples of this type of theories include generalized Fritzsch structures (examples I and

II in Section C) where sd
2 R; Jmt/m, and s"2 ss Jm,Jnir. In this case, we get the clear

predictions [36, 37, 13, 14]

A'td [™d , .

' tv^v^' ( '
However, one can also have flavor theories of the second and third generation masses

where, with first generation masses being small and thoir estimation not so reliable.

Then the second case might be more applicable if there are clear predictions of the

(2,3) rotations in terms of quark masses. For example, if the up quark matrix is of the

type shown in Example I, and down quark matrix of type II we get relations[16, 38]
~ m,/m>, and s23 ft; Jmc/m,. The predictions are then visible in Case II where

Yl±
Vcd

(55)

Of course, physics of the Standard Model does not depend on which CKM paramctriza-

tion one uses. However, if there is a flavor theory, as we strongly believe, it will hopefully

reduce the number of parameters and produce some predictions. Then, it is impor-

tant to have clear and simple formulas for the predictions, and this depends on which

parametrizations one uses. Which one of the two parametrizations one should use de-

pends on the underlying flavor theory, i.e. on which diagonalizing angles one can relate

to the quark masses.

13
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